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Engineering

Best Practices for Bike Parking:

Rack Element and Spacing

Bike parking is an investment in both the community and your business. You can get the most for your
dollar and give the best to our community by providing bike parking that is safe, secure, and effective.
The rack element is the individual unit to which a bike is locked.

Four considerations should be kept in mind
when choosing a rack:
30-36 inches

• The rack element should be between 30-36 inches

in height;

Two
points of
contact

• The rack element should have two points of
contact to provide stability, preventing bicycles from
tipping over. Additionally, this allow’s a bicycle’s
front and back wheel to be locked to the rack as well
as the bicycle frame;
• The two points of contact should be between 18-30

inches apart;

18-30 inches
This “Inverted U” Rack is a simple design
that is common and meets all three design
considerations. Variations on the Inverted U can
create a more customized look. (See reverse)

• The rack should be compatible with a U-lock, with
tubing less than 2” in diameter.

Consider using tamper proof bolts to protect
bicycles and your rack unit from theft.

The Good

The Kiva Grocery
W. 11th and Olive Streets

Down to Earth
W. 5th and Olive Streets

Lane Community College,
Downtown Campus
W. 10th and Charnelton Streets
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These rack types do not meet the best practices listed

These racks are not intuitive. (None
of the users have properly locked
their bikes.) Upright racks are an
option to make efficient use of
space and should be accompanied
by ground mounted racks to
accommodate varying ability levels.

The Lovely

Wave racks provide only one point
of contact, making it common for
bicycles to fall or become entangled
with one another. They also do
not leave enough room for proper
spacing between bicycles.

This family of rack types only
provides locking contact for the
bicycle’s wheels. This causes
instability, which often leads to
bent wheels. This also makes
bicycles more vulnerable to theft.

These artistic racks all meet four considerations listed

A Choo-Choo train bike rack adds
to the character of the place at a
train station.

Eighth Note Racks reflect the
mission of the business at
Pacific Winds Music, W. 8th and
Blair Streets.

Bike rack deer frolic in a bike corral
at The Kiva Grocery, W. 11th and
Olive Streets.

Rack Placement and Spacing

BUILDING

min. 5 ft.
aisle between
parking spaces

min. 2ft.
3 ft.+
recommended

min. 3 ft.
4 ft.
recommended

parking space- 6 ft.

min. 2 ft.

The Bad

STREET

parking space- 6 ft.

